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Summary
I'm a highly skilled interactive media designer with a unique professional journey. My background
in architecture, alongside my ongoing studies in 360-degree, VR/AR, and UX/UI, has shaped me
into a well-rounded generalist. While these form the core of my skills and expertise, I am equally
capable of assuming responsibilities and providing assistance whenever required.

Currently, I'm enhancing my skills through software development training at BearIT OY. This will
enable me to create even more dynamic digital experiences.

My creativity and innovative problem-solving abilities set me apart. With my expertise, I'm
confident in assisting your company to create groundbreaking interactive media that leaves a
lasting impression on customers.

Experience

Developing a comprehensive visual identity for a startup, encompassing a fully-fledged
website, logo design, printable assets, and an immersive 360 VR experience showcasing
the company's product. This endeavor contributed to the company's recognition, leading
to its prestigious win of the GIFA Best Invention of the Year award. Furthermore, the
company received commendation Email from President Sauli Niinistö office, further
emphasizing the impact of the project.

Crafting an interactive walk-through for the UAE Ministry of Investment's new
headquarters in the Abu Dhabi. This project showcased my ability to seamlessly merge
creativity and functionality to deliver a compelling user experience.

Throughout my recent experiences, I have focused on personal projects and freelance
engagements encompassing diverse areas such as 3D/360 architectural visualization, virtual
tours for real estate, web design, and product visualizations. These ventures have
significantly enriched my expertise and provided insights into cutting-edge technologies and
trends, propelling me to continuously enhance my capabilities.

Some highlights of my accomplishments include:

In addition to these accomplishments, I have undertaken various personal practice projects,
including the creation of 3D renderings for interior and architectural spaces, and an
interactive sales application tailored for real estate purposes.

In my previous roles in architecture, I developed a range of skills that are highly relevant to
software development, including collaboration, teamwork, problem-solving, critical thinking,
and project management expertise.

Interactive media designer

Architect

2010 - Current

2001 - 2010
Egypt - Oman - Kuwait - UAE

Latest Project

canivote

A tool to help vote in the local elections.

gardenapp
A Smart App for plants care.

Software Development training

Ongoing Education

Finland

JavaScript
React js
NEXT.js
HTML
CSS
Tailwind CSS

Frontend:

Prisma
MongoDB
OpenAPI specifications
PHP

Backend:

Swagger
Three js
Three fiber

Other Tools:

As a new trainee learning to be a software
developer, I'm getting really good at using the
latest tools and technologies. 
I started with almost no knowledge, but within
just a month, I was able to build a working web
app from scratch. It's pretty cool how much
progress I've made so far!. 
My evolving tech stack includes:

Tech Stack

https://www.instagram.com/mohamed_sallam_suo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mohamed-abdul-moati-228aa3227/
https://github.com/MoeSuo
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https://bearit.fi/
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Training program LearnIT - Coding and Finnish Language. BearIT
 [1.5 years] Program in Media and Arts / Interactive Media. TAMK
Energia-asiantuntija-koulutus. Primetieto
CAD paja (CAD-ohjelmistojen käyttö / 3D mallin tekeminen). Hyria Koulutus
Visualizing Architecture. Avoin Yliopisto
Suomen kielen opinnot - YKI Onnenkieli 
Bachelor's Degree Program in Media and Arts / Architecture. Alexandria-Egypt

Education

Agile Fundamentals: Including Scrum & Kanban - completed.
Essentials of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) Business - completed.
Object-Oriented UX (OOUX) Fundamentals - completed.
Basic Git and GitHub - completed.
OpenAPI Specification & Swagger Tools - completed.
JavaScript - ongoing.
The Git & GitHub Bootcamp - ongoing.
Next.js & React - The Complete Guide - ongoing.
Just Express - ongoing.
NodeJS - The Complete Guide - ongoing.

Courses

Mapping the Modern Web Design Process - completed.
User Experience for Web Design - completed.
UX & Information Architecture - completed.
Responsive Web Design - completed.

LinkedIn  LEARNING

Udemy
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Skill-set
Active listening
Ability to collaborate
A sense of humor
Planning
Decision-making 
Flexibility
Critical thinking
Rational
Quick learner
Observant
Ambition
Independent
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